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used. If the signal-to-noise ratio in the loop noise bandwidth is IO dB or
greater, the degradation in the theoretical bound is less than 0.5 dB. As
the signal-to-noise ratio approaches infinity, the results coincide with a
previous analysis by Jordan [3] as would be expected.
It should be noted that these curves apply to a binary input channel
with a continuous output. A further degradation for the quantized output
channel would occur and would be expected to be ofthe same order (about
0.2dB for eight-level quantization) as for the case of a perfect phase
reference.
P. A. TENKHOFF
Communication Systems, Inc.’
Falls Church, Va. 22041
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Block dlagram of circuit to synthesize V2(r)from V d t )
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Comment on “A Useful Recursive Form forObtaining

Inverse z-Transforms”

Fig. 2. Block diagram of synchronizer to generate Ku,(r).

The result recently presented in the above letter’ by Jenkins is well
known. A brief account of the methodis given byJury,’ and a tabular way
of applying it is given by Pierre.3
D. A. mERRE
Dept. of Elec. Engrg.
Montana State University
Bozeman, Mont. 59715
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Abstract-A new metbod of synthesizbng a sine wave freqwncy divider
(divisionby 2) rsith theoreticallylmlhnitedbandwidthis presented.

Most methods of sine wave frequency division use tuned circuits or
filters such as a digital counter driving a class C amplifier, frequency
division by parametric excitation,’ or regenerative frequency division.’
A l l of these methods have limited bandwidth. The new method presented
here does not have this drawback.
The mathematics behind the sine wave frequency divider is very simple.
Taking the square rootof the following trigonometry identity, the magnitude of the half-angle is derived.
(1)

Let

0 = wot/2
where wo is the angular frequency to be divided.
Manurript received June I t , 1967.
A. A. Kharkevich, Nonlinear and Parametric PheMmeM in Radio Engineering. New
York; Rider, 1962, pp. 176183.
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This expression for the half-frequency is strictly dependent on the
fundamental frequency so no phase shift is introduced.
Looking at (7), one cansee that the value of
is the fundamental intermediate variable. If it can be synthesized, then cos w0t/2 should
be able to be synthesized.
In order to simplify notation, define the following variables :

J G z

Theoretically UnlimitedBandwidth Frequency Divider

+ + +cos 28.

=

In order to get the sign as well as the magnitude of the cos w0t/2, a
counting variable S ( ) X ) is
) defined which changes sign whenever the magnitude of the X falls below some arbitraryE .

’
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V*(t) = cos wot/21 =
Vo,,(r) = cos w0t/2.

=

4 + Vo(t)
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(11)

Then,

So V2(t)is the fundamental quantity. One
wayof synthesizing V2(r)is
shown in Fig. 1.
The sign function S(V,(t)) is a little more d8icult tosynthesize than is
V2(t)itself. One possible synthesis is shown in Fig. 2. The voltage V2(t)
triggers the Schmidt trigger at the E crossings. Then the Schmidt trigger
output triggers the bistable flip-flop. The two gates GI and G2 are controlled by the bistable flip-flop outputs V,, and K2.G1 and G , areon
alternately. The outputs of the gates are %,and V,, which are gated verrespectively. The summer adds V,, and V,, to
sions of VZ(f)and - V2(t),
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Fig. 3.

Upper trace: V,(t),5 V/div. Bottom trace: L ( I ) ,0.5 V.div
Time base: 2 ms/div. Input frequency: 500 Hz.

Papodis,’ we may write

When (1) is written in terms of a Hilbert transform we have

Fig. 4. Upper trace: V , ( t ) ,5 Vidiv. Bottom trace: VJI), 0.5 Vidiv.
Time base: 20 psidiv. Input frequency: 20 kHz.

where it is seen that gr(t)cos coot and gl(t) Sin mot are Hilbert transforms of
each other.
construct VOut(t).
With ideal switching and gating the waveform V.,,(t)
3) The distortion implied by the Hilbert transform reduces to a conshould be synthesized exactly.
stant phase shift of zo in the carrier term. Thus, the only distortion that a
An experimental design based on this model was built which worked
modulated low-frequency input to these filters might have would be demoderately well. The input and output can
be seen in Figs. 3 and 4 for an pendent only on theequivalent low-pass filter’s amplitude and phase charinput frequency of 500 Hz and 20 kHz, respectively. The fundamental
acteristics.
output component of Fig. 3 is 20 dB above thenext highest harmonic. The
In the case of the asymmetrical filter, quadrature distortion which is
effective bandwidth of this experimental design was 15 Hz to 20 kHz. not related to any phase level exists and is treated by Papoulis.’
Limitations in triggering speeds are the reason for this low bandwidth.
STEWART
J. MAURER
However, it is better than the regenerative frequency divider which has a
Dept. of Elec. Engrg.
maximum theoretical bandwidth of two-thirds the maximum frequency.
Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn
PETER F. LEMKIN
Brooklyn, N. Y.
School of Elec. Engrg.
Cornell University
Ithaca, N. Y.

Temperatnre-Gradient Controlled Voltage T d l e
Bulk Semiconductor Oscillator
Comment on “Phase Intercept Distortion
in Bandpass Networks”

Abstract-It was expected
that a Gllon 0Sdll.tor
electros COD
decreases from anode to cathode is voltage tunable.
Oscillators in which the concentrationgradient is maintaiued by tempemlure
gradient were stndied and wideband voltage tunability, similar to that of a
tapered oscillator, was observed.
centration d o r m l y

In regard to the analysis made by Wasylkiwskyj in the above letter,’
I would like to state the following.
1) The dependence on the phase angle a is a contrived one as thefilter
has a zero transmission in the vicinity of o = O and thus its appearance
in the output expression g(t) is artificial. For the “symmetrical” filter [see
Fig. l(a)]’ the sigmlicant angle is @(coo)= ao.
2) In the case of the symmetrical filter, as implied in the figures of
Wasylkiwskyj,’ the representationin terms of Hilbert transforms is not the
clearest way of representing the impulsive response of the filter. Indeed, a
simple representation is possible in terms of the low-pass equivalent filter
Gdw) [Fig. l(b)] and its inverse Fourier transform gdt). As developed by

In the voltage tunable Gunn-effect oscillator reported previously, the
frequency control was attained by varying the applied voltage and hence
the length of the region where domains travel in a tapered oscillator.’ A
similar control should also be possible in oscillators in which the doping
is monotonically reduced from the anode to the cathode. In spite of the
simplicity in structure, such a device has not yet been constructed because
of theditliculty in introducing a desired doping gradientin GaAs.
In the device described here, we have realized the gradientby introducing a nonuniform temperature distribution. Figure 1 shows the tempera-
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